C.J. Reeves Wins First Career Met PGA Women’s Championship
C.J. Reeves of Century Country Club wins the 2022 Met PGA Women’s Championship overall and senior
division.
ELMSFORD, N.Y., June 1, 2022 – C.J. Reeves of Century Country Club topped the leaderboard over six
other competitors by compiling a 36-hole total of 8-over par 71 at Greenwich Country Club, winning both
the overall and senior division.
Greenwich Country Club Head Professional, Andrew Gruss and his staff, along with golf course
Superintendent, Fred Doheny, and General Manager, Keith Armstrong welcomed the Women’s
Championship field with open arms for what came to be an exciting two-day championship.
On day one, Reeves led the field by shooting three-over par, highlighted by a birdie on the par-5 14th hole.
After completion of the first round, she held a narrow lead of just one stroke over defending champion,
Liz Caron of Mill River Club.
Reeves pulled away from the competition in the second round as she tallied 11 pars along with a birdie
on the 6th hole that ultimately led to her adding a pair of trophies to her collection.
“The course was challenging the last two days… very heavy rough, a benefit if you hit it straight and I did
hit it pretty straight the last two days…The course was in amazing shape, Fred and his staff did an amazing
job and I can’t thank them enough for hosting us” C.J. Reeves, Century Country Club
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About the Metropolitan PGA
The leadership, innovativeness, and quality that has become synonymous with the 800 PGA Professionals
and Associates in the greater New York City area has elevated the association to a position of prominence
both in the local golf community and among its national counterparts. For the Met PGA Professional,
“Growing the Game” is not just a theme, but a professional commitment and mission.
Much of the success of the Met PGA and its Foundation are directly attributed to its location. Not only is
New York the corporate and financial capital of the world, but to a great extent it is also the centerpiece
of the golf world. Golf has flourished in the Metropolitan area, largely because of the willingness and
desire of the area clubs and courses to support and maintain the traditions and heritage of the game.
For more information on the Metropolitan PGA visit www.met.pga.com or follow us on Instagram
(@metropolitan_pga), Facebook (Metropolitan PGA), and Twitter (@MetropolitanPGA).

